
there are six female goldfish for every 10 male goldfish in the aquarium at
the office there are 216 female goldfish in the aquarium how many male
goldfish are in the aquarium.
Answer:

60 males in the aquarium

Step-by-step explanation:

It is a ratio problem. The ratio of female goldfish to male goldrish is 6:10. If you divide 216 (females) by 6 (females), you get 36. If you multiply 10 times 6, you
get 60. So, the ratio turns into 216: 60. So, there are 60 males in the aquarium.

Consider what happens when you push both a pin and the blunt end of a pen against your skin with the same force. What will determine whether your skin will
be punctured?
On his first night aboard the Portuguese ship, what does Gulliver plan to do while the crew is eating? 1) escape from the ship
2)relax and read a book
3)cook his own meal in his cabin
4)give each person a thank-you gift
Which statement is true? termino mi tarae en casa or nado en la cafeteria
SCIENCE SOUND:
What is a example of each medium that sound can travel in
Which of the following does the reading test of the SAT ask you to do ?
Which number is not in scientific notation? A) 9 ? 10 to the power of 19
B) 7.8 ? 10 to the power of 6
C) 1.45 ? 10to the power of ?7
D) 0.33 ? 10 to the power ?15
Answer the following questions in Spanish. En Arecibo los científicos observan el universo con el _______________ astronómico más grande del mundo.
A formal letter that you print and mail begins with a? Which one??
Body
Heading
Salutation



Signature
Should american citizens be required to vote in national elections
2. True or false: Comic relief is only found in comedies. (1 point)
Child admission is $5.70 and adult admission is $9.50. Twice as many adult tickets ad child tickets were sold. for a total of $543.40. How many child tickets
were sold
Read the sentence. The advertisement suggests
that other brands of microwaves are not as fast or cost effective.

Which is the most accurate and precise replacement for the underlined word?

A.) Large
B.) Useful
C.) Advanced
D.) Efficient
18. Over time, how do sand dunes tend to migrate? a. perpendicular to the movement of the wind
b. in the same direction as the wind blows
c. toward the wind
d. in random directions
Ryan took out a loan for 270 days and was charged simple interest at an annual rate of 14.6%. The total interest he paid on the loan was $378. How much money
did Ryan borrow?
Why is ecology studied at the population level or higher??
Which court system was developed as a way to dispense simple and speedy justice for minor civil and criminal cases and depended on the ability of local
landowners?
In Anton’s speech about his hobby as an amateur taxidermist, he exhibited several mounted animals as his presentation aids. Which type of presentation aid did
Anton use?
?the microscopic functional units of each kidney are known as a _____.

1. Home
2. More Solution
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